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China's economic growth is sputtering, the Euro is under threat, and the United States is combating serious trade disadvantages. Another
Great Depression? Not quite. Noted economist and China expert Michael Pettis argues instead that we are undergoing a critical rebalancing
of the world economies. Debunking popular misconceptions, Pettis shows that severe trade imbalances spurred on the recent financial crisis
and were the result of unfortunate policies that distorted the savings and consumption patterns of certain nations. Pettis examines the
reasons behind these destabilizing policies, and he predicts severe economic dislocations that will have long-lasting effects. Demonstrating
how economic policies can carry negative repercussions the world over, The Great Rebalancing sheds urgent light on our globally linked
economic future.
For more than 30 years, Robinson on North Carolina Corporation Law has been the authoritative reference on corporation law in North
Carolina. Updated with complete coverage of the new laws affecting corporations in North Carolina, the Seventh Edition maintains the style,
reliability, and comprehensiveness of the earlier editions. It provides complete coverage of significant case law developments, placing a
special emphasis on corporate control and governance.
This book argues that the Supreme Court performs two functions. The first is to identify the Constitution's idealized "meaning." The second is
to develop tests and doctrines to realize that meaning in practice. Bridging the gap between the two--implementing the Constitution--requires
moral vision, but also practical wisdom and common sense, ingenuity, and occasionally a willingness to make compromises. In emphasizing
the Court's responsibility to make practical judgments, "Implementing the Constitution" takes issue with the two positions that have dominated
recent debates about the Court's proper role. Constitutional "originalists" maintain that the Court's essential function is to identify the "original
understanding" of constitutional language and then apply it deductively to current problems. This position is both unwise and unworkable, the
book argues. It also critiques well-known accounts according to which the Court is concerned almost exclusively with matters of moral and
constitutional principle. "Implementing the Constitution" bridges the worlds of constitutional theory, political theory, and constitutional practice.
It illuminates the Supreme Court's decision of actual cases and its development of well-known doctrines. It is a doctrinal study that yields
jurisprudential insights and a contribution to constitutional theory that is closely tied to actual judicial practice.
This timely edited collection offers a multidisciplinary perspective on social commerce, a phenomenon that has gained increasing interest
over the last 8 years. Investigating how social media can be used to generate value for brands beyond customer relationship purposes, the
skilled authors explore how social media users co-create value for businesses, influence other consumers and generate electronic word-ofmouth (eWOM). Providing insights from practitioners and academics, this book goes further than simply exploring e-commerce and social
media, and addresses the real relevance of social commerce in today’s business landscape. With a selection of contemporary case studies
and a Foreword written by Inthefrow’s creator, Victoria Magrath, Social Commerce will be an engaging read for those studying consumer
behaviour, online marketing, and e-commerce.
An insight into bank secrecy in major jurisdictions, complemented by chapters on privacy, data protection, conflict of laws and exchange of
information.
This volume constitutes the proceedings of the 11th International Conference on Social Informatics, SocInfo 2019, held in Doha, Qatar, in
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November 2019. The 17 full and 5 short papers presented in these proceedings were carefully reviewed and selected from 86 submissions.
The papers presented in this volume cover a broad range of topics, ranging from the study of socio-technical systems, to computer science
methods to analyze complex social processes, as well as social concepts in the design of information systems.
This book addresses the increasing overlap between Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) and law with a particular focus on company law
and corporate governance. What is the impact of CSR on company law and corporate governance and, vice versa? How do these systems
impact on CSR? Do they enable, require or prevent the socially responsible conduct of companies, for example, through corporate theory,
directors’ duties or disclosure laws? What is the role of shareholders and directors in the promotion of CSR?The theme of the book ensures
a sharing of ideas and experiences globally and internationally for all jurisdictions to consider core legal and social aspects of CSR.
Focusing on a matter of continuing contemporary significance, this book is the first work to offer an in-depth exploration of exploitation in the
doctor-patient relationship. It provides a theoretical analysis of the concept of exploitation, setting out exploitation’s essential elements within
the authors’ account of wrongful exploitation. It then presents a contextual analysis of exploitation in the doctor-patient relationship,
considering the dynamics of this fiduciary relationship, the significance of vulnerability, and the reasons why exploitation in this relationship is
particularly wrongful. Two case studies – sexual exploitation and assisted dying – are employed to assess what the appropriate legal, ethical
and regulatory responses to exploitation should be, to identify common themes regarding the doctor’s behaviour (such as the use of undue
influence as a conduit through which to take advantage of and misuse patients), and to illustrate the effects of exploitation on patients. A
recurring question addressed is how exploitation in the doctor-patient relationship is and should be dealt with by ethics, regulators and the
law, and whether exploitation in this relationship is a special case. The book provides a critical, interdisciplinary evaluation of exploitation in
the doctor-patient relationship that will be of interest to health care lawyers, bioethicists, legal academics and practitioners, health care
professionals and policymakers.

“Halting State [is] a near-future story that is at once over-the-top and compellingly believable.” – Vernor Vinge, author of
Rainbows End In the year 2018, Sergeant Sue Smith of the Edinburgh constabulary is called in on a special case. A daring bank
robbery has taken place at Hayek Associates—a dot-com start-up company that’s just floated onto the London stock exchange.
But this crime may be a bit beyond Smith’s expertise. The prime suspects are a band of marauding orcs with a dragon in tow for
fire support. The bank is located within the virtual reality land of Avalon Four, and the robbery was supposed to be impossible.
When word gets out, Hayek Associates and all its virtual “economies” are going to crash hard. For Smith, the investigation seems
pointless. But the deeper she digs, the bigger the case gets. There are powerful players—both real and pixelated—who are watching
her every move. Because there is far more at stake than just some game-head’s fantasy financial security…
"You can be lonely anywhere, but there is a particular flavor to the loneliness that comes from living in a city, surrounded by
thousands of strangers. The Lonely City is a roving cultural history of urban loneliness, centered on the ultimate city: Manhattan,
that teeming island of gneiss, concrete, and glass. What does it mean to be lonely? How do we live, if we're not intimately involved
with another human being? How do we connect with other people, particularly if our sexuality or physical body is considered
deviant or damaged? Does technology draw us closer together or trap us behind screens? Olivia Laing explores these questions
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by travelling deep into the work and lives of some of the century's most original artists, among them Andy Warhol, David
Wojnarowicz, Edward Hopper, Henry Darger and Klaus Nomi. Part memoir, part biography, part dazzling work of cultural criticism,
The Lonely City is not just a map, but a celebration of the state of loneliness. It's a voyage out to a strange and sometimes lovely
island, adrift from the larger continent of human experience, but visited by many - millions, say - of souls"-Derived from the renowned multi-volume International Encyclopaedia of Laws, this practical analysis of the law of contracts in
Singapore covers every aspect of the subject and– definition and classification of contracts, contractual liability, relation to the law
of property, good faith, burden of proof, defects, penalty clauses, arbitration clauses, remedies in case of non-performance,
damages, power of attorney, and much more. Lawyers who handle transnational contracts will appreciate the explanation of
fundamental differences in terminology, application, and procedure from one legal system to another, as well as the international
aspects of contract law. Throughout the book, the treatment emphasizes drafting considerations. An introduction in which
contracts are defined and contrasted to torts, quasi-contracts, and property is followed by a discussion of the concepts of
and‘considerationand’ or and‘causeand’ and other underlying principles of the formation of contract. Subsequent chapters cover
the doctrines of and‘relative effectand’, termination of contract, and remedies for non-performance. The second part of the book,
recognizing the need to categorize an agreement as a specific contract in order to determine the rules which apply to it, describes
the nature of agency, sale, lease, building contracts, and other types of contract. Facts are presented in such a way that readers
who are unfamiliar with specific terms and concepts in varying contexts will fully grasp their meaning and significance. Its succinct
yet scholarly nature, as well as the practical quality of the information it provides, make this book a valuable time-saving tool for
business and legal professionals alike. Lawyers representing parties with interests in Singapore will welcome this very useful
guide, and academics and researchers will appreciate its value in the study of comparative contract law.
The World Health Organization names stress as the health epidemic of the 21st Century. Slowing down not only reduces stress,
but produces outcomes with a greater impact. Natural Reflectors explores the idea of instilling, within our actions, a mindset of
intentional reflection taken from the power of nature's cycles. You will learn how a healthy process of managing one's life has both
elements of reflection and action. Find within these pages stories such as: Bill Burnett from Stanford's Design Your Life Lab
explaining how we can only make good decisions when listening to both our mind and body Stacy Levy, an environmental artist
revealing the stories in nature that surround each of us, allowing us to see them, appreciate them, consider them, and maybe even
learn from them Carl Honoré describing how our behavior is heavily influenced by our definition of time If you have ever thought
that there must be a better way to find meaning and purpose in your everyday life, read Natural Reflectors. If you are tired of living
on autopilot, or if you are seeking a greater connection with the world around you, this book offers hope.
Jeremiah's poignant lament over Judah's social and religious disintegration reflects God's own pathos-laden yearning for his
disobedient covenant people. In this widely praised expository commentary Walter Brueggemann, one of the premier Old
Testament scholars of our time, explores the historical setting and message of Jeremiah as well as the text's relevance for the
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church today. Offering a fresh look at the critical theological issues in the Jeremiah tradition, Brueggemann argues that Jeremiah's
voice compels us to rediscern our own situation, issuing an urgent invitation to faith, obedience, justice, and compassion. This
combined edition of Brueggemann's original two-volume work, published until recently as part of the International Theological
Commentary series, is an essential resource for students, pastors, and general readers alike. It is reprinted here with a new
introduction by Brueggemann that surveys the current state of Jeremiah studies.
Online shopping has become increasingly popular due to its availability and ease. As a result, it is important for companies that
sell high-end products to maintain the same marketing success as companies selling more affordable brands in order keep up with
the market. Digital Marketing Strategies for Fashion and Luxury Brands is an essential reference source for the latest scholarly
research on the need for a variety of technologies and new techniques in which companies and brand managers can promote
higher-end products. Featuring coverage on a broad range of topics and perspectives such as brand communication, mobile
commerce, and multichannel retailing, this publication is ideally designed for managers, academicians, and researchers seeking
current material on effectively promoting more expensive merchandise using technology.
"The general introduction will provide the political and historical context for Greek and Roman slavery and briefly survey the
institutions themselves. Each chapter will open with a section on "Background and Methodology." These will orient the reader for
the chapter's "Case Studies," one from Greece and one from Rome--and sometimes a Hellenistic case--that would constitute the
bulk of the book"-Twelve Years a Slave (1853) is a memoir and slave narrative by Solomon Northup, as told to and edited by David Wilson.
Northup, a black man who was born free in New York, details his kidnapping in Washington, D.C. and subsequent sale into
slavery. After having been kept in bondage for 12 years in Louisiana by various masters, Northup was able to write to friends and
family in New York, who were in turn able to secure his release. Northup's account provides extensive details on the slave markets
in Washington, D.C. and New Orleans and describes at length cotton and sugar cultivation on major plantations in Louisiana.
The crisis of 2008 ended the illusion of a golden era in which many people imagined that prosperity and political calm would continue to
spread indefinitely. In a world now racked by slowing growth and mounting unrest, how can we discern which nations will thrive and which will
fail? Shaped by prize-winning author Ruchir Sharma's twenty-five years travelling the world, The Rise and Fall of Nations rethinks economics
as a practical art. By narrowing down the thousands of factors that can shape a country's future, it spells out ten clear rules for identifying the
next big winners and losers in the global economy. Each rule looks at a nation's political, economic, and social conditions in real time to filter
out the hype and noise. He shows, for example, how slow population growth is eroding economic growth, and ranks nations by how well they
respond. He describes the way cycles of political complacency and revolt fuel economic booms and busts. Amid growing tensions over
inequality, he demonstrates how billionaire lists yield clues to which economies are most or least threatened by extreme wealth. In a period
when the world is struggling with trillions of dollars in new debt, he explains which nations are most likely to avert this threat or buckle under
it. Sharma's rules are based on the data he has collected over many years at Morgan Stanley Investment Management in New York, where
he is now Head of Emerging Markets and Chief Global Strategist. This is a book of original research, not mere opinion. The final chapter
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takes the reader on a surprising world tour of the likely winners and losers in the near future. The Rise and Fall of Nations is enlivened by
Sharma's stories from the road and his encounters with presidents, tycoons, and villagers from Rio to Beijing. It is a pioneering field guide to
understanding our impermanent world.
Television Studies: The Basics is a lively introduction to the study of a powerful medium. It examines the major theories and debates
surrounding production and reception over the years and considers both the role and future of television. Topics covered include:
broadcasting history and technology institutions and ownership genre and content audiences Complete with global case studies, questions
for discussion, and suggestions for further reading, this is an invaluable and engaging resource for those interested in how to study television.
Robinson on North Carolina Corporation LawLexisNexis
China's economic growth has transformed the country from one of the poorest in the world to its second largest economy. Understanding the
drivers of growth remains elusive as the country is affected by both its transition from central planning and the challenges of a developing
country. This book examines the main themes of growth, offering micro level evidence to shed light on the macro drivers of the economy. It
also focuses on law and informal institutions of the economy to highlight the importance of entrepreneurship and the development of the
private sector.
The global financial crisis experience shone a spotlight on the dangers of financial systems that have grown too big too fast. This note
reexamines financial deepening, focusing on what emerging markets can learn from the advanced economy experience. It finds that gains for
growth and stability from financial deepening remain large for most emerging markets, but there are limits on size and speed. When financial
deepening outpaces the strength of the supervisory framework, it leads to excessive risk taking and instability. Encouragingly, the set of
regulatory reforms that promote financial depth is essentially the same as those that contribute to greater stability. Better regulation—not
necessarily more regulation—thus leads to greater possibilities both for development and stability.
This exhibition showcases the movement of time through images of rocks, tryptychs and a video creating time immemorial. There is history
as in history books and then there is evidence of looking at the surface of the earth and taking what is there for granted. We are part of the
earth and will remain so. Includes an essay by Alica Elliott.
"Mass tort litigation against the gun industry, with its practical weaknesses, successes, and goals, provides the framework for this collection
of thoughtful essays by leading social scientists, lawyers, and academics. . . . These informed analyses reveal the complexities that make the
debate so difficult to resolve. . . . Suing the Gun Industry masterfully reveals the many details contributing to the intractability of the gun
debate." -New York Law Journal "Second Amendment advocate or gun-control fanatic, all Americans who care about freedom need to read
Suing the Gun Industry." -Bob Barr, Member of Congress, 1995-2003, and Twenty-First Century Liberties Chair for Freedom and Privacy,
American Conservative Union "The source for anyone interested in a balanced analysis of the lawsuits against the gun industry." -David
Hemenway, Professor of Health Policy & Director, Harvard Injury Control Research Center Harvard School of Public Health Health Policy and
Management Department, author of Private Guns, Public Health "Highly readable, comprehensive, well-balanced. It contains everything you
need to know, and on all sides, about the wave of lawsuits against U.S. gun manufacturers." -James B. Jacobs, Warren E. Burger Professor
of Law and author of Can Gun Control Work? "In Suing the Gun Industry, Timothy Lytton has assembled some of the leading scholars and
advocates, both pro and con, to analyze this fascinating effort to circumvent the well-known political obstacles to more effective gun control.
This fine book offers a briefing on both the substance and the legal process of this wave of lawsuits, together with a better understanding of
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the future prospects for this type of litigation vis-à-vis other industries." -Philip J. Cook, Duke University "An interesting collection, generally
representing the center of the gun-control debate, with considerable variation in focus, objectivity, and political realism." -Paul Blackman,
retired pro-gun criminologist and advocate Gun litigation deserves a closer look amid the lessons learned from decades of legal action
against the makers of asbestos, Agent Orange, silicone breast implants, and tobacco products, among others. Suing the Gun Industry
collects the diverse and often conflicting opinions of an outstanding cast of specialists in law, public health, public policy, and criminology and
distills them into a complete picture of the intricacies of gun litigation and its repercussions for gun control. Using multiple perspectives, Suing
the Gun Industry scrutinizes legal action against the gun industry. Such a broad approach highlights the role of this litigation within two larger
controversies: one over government efforts to reduce gun violence, and the other over the use of mass torts to regulate unpopular industries.
Readers will find Suing the Gun Industry a timely and accessible picture of these complex and controversial issues. Contributors: Tom Baker
Donald Braman Brannon P. Denning Tom Diaz Howard M. Erichson Thomas O. Farrish Shannon Frattaroli John Gastil Dan M. Kahan Don B.
Kates Timothy D. Lytton Julie Samia Mair Richard A. Nagareda Peter H. Schuck Stephen D. Sugarman Stephen Teret Wendy Wagner
A guide to the science behind the art of teaching. Not every teaching method touted as "brain-friendly" is supported by research findings—and
misconceptions about the brain have the capacity to harm rather than help. In her new book, Tracey Tokuhama-Espinosa untangles scientific
fact from pedagogical fiction, debunking dozens of widely held beliefs about the brain that have made their way into the education literature.
In ten central chapters on topics ranging from brain structure to classroom environments, the text traces the origins of common
neuromyths—from categorizing individuals as "right-brained" or "left-brained" to prevailing beliefs about multitasking or the effects of video
games—and corrects the record with the most current state of knowledge. Rather than offering pat strategies, Tokuhama-Espinosa challenges
teachers curious about the brain to become learning scientists, and supplies the tools needed to evaluate research and put it to use in the
classroom.
In 1998, "Entrepreneur" magazine editor Lesonsky and her staff "wrote the book" on startups that became a national bestseller and a lifechanging resource for hundreds of thousands of entrepreneurs. Now they have created the third edition, including new information for today's
business world.
In the early nineteenth century China remained almost untouched by British and European powers - but as new technology started to change
this balance, foreigners gathered like wolves around the weakening Qing Empire. Would the Chinese suffer the fate of much of the rest of the
world, carved into pieces by Europeans? Or could they adapt rapidly enough to maintain their independence? This important and compelling
book explains the roots of China's complex relationship with the West by illuminating a dramatic, colourful and sometimes shocking period of
the country's history.
This book delves into the limitations of Singapore’s authoritarian governance model. In doing so, the relevance of the Singapore governance
model for other industrialising economies is systematically examined. Research in this book examines the challenges for an integrated
governance model that has proven durable over four to five decades. The editors argue that established socio-political and economic
formulae are now facing unprecedented challenges. Structural pressures associated with Singapore’s particular locus within globalised
capitalism have fostered heightened social and material inequalities, compounded by the ruling party’s ideological resistance to substantive
redistribution. As ‘growth with equity’ becomes more elusive, the rationale for power by a ruling party dominated by technocratic elite and
state institutions crafted and controlled by the ruling party and its bureaucratic allies is open to more critical scrutiny.
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Become more culturally competent in an increasingly diverse world Recent years have seen dramatic changes to several institutions
worldwide. Our increasingly interconnected, digitized, and globalized world presents immense opportunities and unique challenges. Modern
businesses and schools interact with individuals and organizations from a diverse range of cultural and national backgrounds—increasing the
likelihood for miscommunication, errors in strategy, and unintended consequences in the process. This has also spilled into our daily lives
and the way we consume information today. Understanding how to navigate these and other pitfalls requires adaptability, nuanced crosscultural communication, and effective conflict resolution. Use Your Difference to Make a Difference provides readers with a skills-based,
actionable plan that transforms differences into agents of inclusiveness, connection, and mutual understanding. This innovative and timely
guide illustrates how to leverage differences to move beyond unconscious biases, manage a culturally-diverse workplace, create an
environment for more tolerant schooling environments, more trusted media, communicate across borders, find and retain diverse talent, and
bridge the gap between working locally and expanding globally. Expert guidance on a comprehensive range of topics—teamwork, leadership
styles, information sharing, delegation, supervision, giving and receiving feedback, coaching and motivation, recruiting, managing suppliers
and customers, and more—helps you manage the essential aspects of international relationships and cultural awareness. This valuable
resource contains the indispensable knowledge required to: Develop self-awareness needed to be a cross-cultural communicator Develop
content, messaging techniques, marketing plans, and business strategies that translate across cultural borders Help your employees to better
understand and collaborate with clients and colleagues from different backgrounds Help teachers build safe environments for students to be
themselves Strengthen cross-cultural competencies in yourself, your team, and your entire organization Understand the cultural, economic,
and political factors surrounding our world Use Your Difference to Make a Difference is a must-have resource for any educator, parent,
leader, manager, or team member of an organization that interacts with co-workers and customers from diverse cultural backgrounds.
From a writer with long and high-level experience in the U.S. government, a startling and provocative assessment of America's global
dominance. Maximalist puts the history of our foreign policy in an unexpected new light, while drawing fresh, compelling lessons for the
present and future. When the United States has succeeded in the world, Stephen Sestanovich argues, it has done so not by staying the
course but by having to change it—usually amid deep controversy and uncertainty. For decades, the United States has been a power like no
other. Yet presidents and policy makers worry that they—and, even more, their predecessors—haven't gotten things right. Other nations, they
say to themselves, contribute little to meeting common challenges. International institutions work badly. An effective foreign policy costs too
much. Public support is shaky. Even the greatest successes often didn't feel that way at the time. Sestanovich explores the dramatic results
of American global primacy built on these anxious foundations, recounting cycles of overcommitment and underperformance, highs of
achievement and confidence followed by lows of doubt. We may think there was a time when America's international role reflected bipartisan
unity, policy continuity, and a unique ability to work with others, but Maximalist tells a different story—one of divided administrations and
divisive decision making, of clashes with friends and allies, of regular attempts to set a new direction. Doing too much has always been
followed by doing too little, and vice versa. Maximalist unearths the backroom stories and personalities that bring American foreign policy to
life. Who knew how hard Lyndon Johnson fought to stay out of the war in Vietnam—or how often Henry Kissinger ridiculed the idea of visiting
China? Who remembers that George Bush Sr. found Ronald Reagan's diplomacy too passive—or that Bush Jr. considered Bill Clinton's too
active? Leaders and scoundrels alike emerge from this retelling in sharper focus than ever before. Sestanovich finds lessons in the past that
anticipate and clarify our chaotic present.
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"Lessons from the Prairie delivers one belly laugh after another as Melissa tees up an easy-to-follow, step-by-step guide to tackling life's
toughest challenges, and making your life happier." - Megyn Kelly For fans of the beloved TV show Little House on the Prairie, a self-help
book by Melissa Francis, bestselling author of Diary of a Stage Mother's Daughter and child star of Little House, revealing important life
lessons inspired by a childhood on set. Melissa Francis was only eight years old when she won the role of a lifetime: playing Cassandra
Cooper Ingalls on the world's most famous prime-time soap opera, Little House on the Prairie. Now in Lessons from the Prairie, she shares
behind-the-scenes stories from the set, and lessons learned from the show's dynamic creator, Michael Landon, that have echoed throughout
Melissa's adult life. With novel insights on hard work, making mistakes, and even spirituality, Francis shares inspirational and practical life
lessons that will appeal both to her current TV fans, and fans of one of the most adored TV shows of all time.
The book shows how the Chinese are now confident of their capacity to learn all they need from the developed world and are keen to know
which parts of the past they would need to build a modern Chinese civilization. They are very conscious of the challenges coming from the
United States, and are looking for ways and means to respond to a superpower that wants to preserve its dominant position in the
international status quo.The book seeks to explain what China is doing and what its immediate and long-term interests are. It is not to defend
or judge China. It does not employ theoretical frameworks that are not appropriate for describing Chinese conditions. It calls for
understanding why history is particularly relevant to the Chinese state and most of its people. That way, we also see how the present and
hopes for the future changes our perspectives of the past. Related Link(s)
When the British occupied the tiny island of Hong Kong during the First Opium War, the Chinese empire was well into its decline, while Great
Britain was already in the second decade of its legendary "Imperial Century." From this collision of empires arose a city that continues to
intrigue observers. Melding Chinese and Western influences, Hong Kong has long defied easy categorization. John M. Carroll's engrossing
and accessible narrative explores the remarkable history of Hong Kong from the early 1800s through the post-1997 handover, when this
former colony became a Special Administrative Region of the People's Republic of China. The book explores Hong Kong as a place with a
unique identity, yet also a crossroads where Chinese history, British colonial history, and world history intersect. Carroll concludes by
exploring the legacies of colonial rule, the consequences of Hong Kong's reintegration with China, and significant developments and
challenges since 1997.
The Portuguese encounter with the peoples of South Asia and Brazil set foundational precedents for European imperialism. Jesuit
missionaries were key participants in both regions. As they sought to reconcile three commitments—to local missionary spaces, to a universal
Church, and to the global Portuguese empire—the Jesuits forged a religious vision of empire. Ananya Chakravarti explores both indigenous
and European experiences to show how these missionaries learned to negotiate everything with the diverse peoples they encountered and
that nothing could simply be imposed. Yet Jesuits repeatedly wrote home in language celebrating triumphal impositions of European ideas
and practices upon indigenous people. In the process, while empire was built through distinctly ambiguous interactions, Europeans came to
imagine themselves in imperial moulds. In this dynamic, in which the difficult lessons of empire came to be learned and forgotten repeatedly,
Chakravarti demonstrates an enduring and overlooked characteristic of European imperialism.
What do you do when your life feels as busy as a three-ring circus? Juggling Elephants tells a simple but profound story about one man with
a universal problem. Mark has too much to do, too many priorities, too much stress, and too little time. As he struggles to balance his many
responsibilities without cracking under the pressure, Mark takes a break to attend the circus with his family. There he has a surprising
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conversation with a wise ringmaster. He leaves with a simple but powerful lesson: Trying to get everything done is like juggling elephants -impossible. So Mark begins to think about his work, family, and personal life the way a ringmaster thinks about the many acts in a three-ring
circus. He discovers that managing his various acts can be fun and easy once he changes his attitude and follows his new friend's ongoing
guidance. Mark soon realizes: • If you keep trying to juggle elephants, no one, including you, will be thrilled with your performance. • A
ringmaster cannot be in all three rings at once. • The key to the success of a circus is having quality acts in all three rings. • Intermission is
an essential part of any good circus. Juggling Elephants is a wonderfully lighthearted guide for everyone who feels like they're about to be
squashed. It will help you better focus your time and energy, so you'll be able to enjoy more of the things that are important to you. Above all,
it will teach you how to run your circus, instead of letting the circus run you.
Regulation of Exchange-Traded Funds is a comprehensive and practical guide written by practitioners for practitioners on the legal,
regulatory, and related issues raised by exchange-traded funds or "ETFs". It covers topics such as the ETF marketplace, ETF operations,
ETF regulation, ETF selling activities and other exchange-traded products. This comprehensive guide will keep you up to date on ETF
developments as the area of law grows through the years. The eBook versions of this title feature links to Lexis Advance for further legal
research options.
Since the Korean War, gijichon—U.S. military camp towns—have been fixtures in South Korea. The most popular entertainment venues in
gijichon are clubs, attracting military clientele with duty-free alcohol, music, shows, and women entertainers. In the 1990s, South Korea's
rapid economic advancement, combined with the stigma and low pay attached to this work, led to a shortage of Korean women willing to
serve American soldiers. Club owners brought in cheap labor, predominantly from the Philippines and ex-Soviet states, to fill the vacancies
left by Korean women. The increasing presence of foreign workers has precipitated new conversations about modernity, nationalism,
ethnicity, and human rights in South Korea. International NGOs, feminists, and media reports have identified women migrant entertainers as
"victims of sex trafficking," insisting that their plight is one of forced prostitution. Are women who travel to work in such clubs victims of
trafficking, sex slaves, or simply migrant women? How do these women understand their own experiences? Is antitrafficking activism helpful
in protecting them? In On the Move for Love, Sealing Cheng attempts to answer these questions by following the lives of migrant Filipina
entertainers working in various gijichon clubs. Focusing on their aspirations for love and a better future, Cheng's ethnography illuminates the
complex relationships these women form with their employers, customer-boyfriends, and families. She offers an insightful critique of
antitrafficking discourses, pointing to the inadequacy of recognizing women only as victims and ignoring their agency and aspirations. Cheng
analyzes the women's experience in South Korea in relation to their subsequent journeys to other countries, providing a diachronic look at the
way migrant issues of work, sex, and love fit within the larger context of transnationalism, identity, and global hierarchies of inequality.
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